Recommended Subwoofer Information
Disclosure
Due to the hurdles involved in becoming a Pioneer Premier brand dealer, Xtreme Tek Audio is
unable to distribute our boxes with the subwoofer we recommend built in. That being said, the
Xtreme Tek Audio Underseat True Stealth Subwoofer box was designed to use the Premier 8”
Shallow Mount Subwoofer (see below for specific details). We imagine a variety of shallow
mount subwoofers could be used with this box, however, they are untested and it remains a buyer
beware situation. Moreover, our box is designed to be as space efficient as possible and still
provide decent sound – meaning our box just barely meets the recommended enclosure internal
volume (about 0.15 ft3). All this being said, we strongly encourage our customers to use the 8”
Premier shallow subwoofer.

Premier Subwoofer Information
The model recommended for use in our box is the Premier TS-SW841D. More information
about this product can be found on Pioneer’s website. The URL for this specific product is
http://www.pioneerelectronics.com/pna/v3/pg/product/details/0,,2076_310069929_297969765,0
0.html.

Basic Speaker Specifications
MAX. Music Power
Nominal Power Handling
Frequency Response
Sensitivity
Ohm Rating
Recommended Enclosure
Dimensions
Mounting Depth

500 Watts
120 Watts
30 - 1,500
Hz
85 dB
4
0.15 – 0.5 ft3
8-7/8” x 3”
2.5”

Obtaining the Premier TS-SW841D
The information provided below should be used as a guide to get started, not as a recommended
place to buy from. We cannot be held responsible for other vendor’s actions or policies. There
is an extra benefit provided by buying from an authorized Premier dealer. All Premier speakers
come with a 2-year warranty. Check with your dealer for details.
The best place to find fair prices on the Premier TS-SW841D is generally by shopping on the
internet. Pioneer’s MSRP is $160.00. However, they can be had for much less than this online.
There are eBay vendors such as Barney’s Electronics (myworld.ebay.com/barneyselectronics/)
or more traditional online stores such as Etronics.com.

